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Pretext to Wage a “Humanitarian War”: France
Seeks “No-Fly Zone” over Syria
NATO Terrorists Bomb School in Syria
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In-depth Report: SYRIA

France seeks no-fly zone over Syria to repeat the Al Qaeda Benghazi-blowback.

 

As NATO desperately attempts to coverup a botched false flag operation in Benghazi, Libya
which left a high ranking US diplomat dead, France has urged a repeat performance in Syria.
That is, arming and providing air support for the very terrorist battalions now operating in
Syria that have ravaged and overrun Libya, leaving it a perpetually wrecked, destabilized
terrorist epicenter.

The announcement made by French President Francois Hollande came on the heels of a
deadly terrorist bombing in Damascus targeting a school rebels senselessly claim was being
used by Syrian security forces. Western propagandists are now calling the school a “security
building.”

Reuters reported in their article, “Syrian rebels bomb security building in Damascus:”

Protection for “liberated” areas would require no-fly zones enforced by foreign
aircraft,  which could stop deadly air  raids by Assad’s forces on populated
areas. But there is little chance of securing a Security Council mandate for
such action given the continuing opposition of veto-wielding members Russia
and China.

 

Before quoting Hollande who said:

“How long can we accept the paralysis at the U.N.?”

To  answer  Mr.  Hollande’s  question,  one  might  look  toward  Libya  where  an  identical
campaign of violent subversion based on similar lies regarding the “protection of civilians,”
was carried out by NATO and proxy terrorist organizations who were in fact listed by the UN
itself  as  affiliates  of  the  notorious  global  terror  network  Al  Qaeda.  The  NATO-led,  UN
mandated  evisceration  of  Libya  put  power  into  the  hands  of  genocidal,  racist  terror
battalions  who  literally  scoured  entire  cities  of  their  inhabitants  either  massacring,
imprisoning, or exiling them all beyond Libya’s borders.
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Image: Libyan Mahdi al-Harati of the US State Department, United Nations, and the UK
Home  Office  (page  5,  .pdf)-listed  terrorist  organization,  the  Libyan  Islamic  Fighting  Group
(LIFG), addressing fellow terrorists in Syria. Harati is now commanding a Libyan brigade
operating inside of Syria attempting to destroy the Syrian government and subjugate the
Syrian population. Traditionally, this is known as “foreign invasion.” 

….

It should be clear then, to Mr. Hollande, that the UN is not in fact “paralyzed” but that the
member  nations  that  constitute  the  Security  Council  and  the  General  Assembly  are
increasingly aware of and opposed to the duplicitous and untenable nature of NATO’s wars
of conquest, merely dressed up as humanitarian intervention.

As France Pushes for A Libya Repeat, Media & Politicians Desperately Attempt to Rewrite
Narrative

As international condemnation grew, recognizing that NATO, led by the US, UK, and France
were essentially funding, arming, training, and handing an entire nation over to Al Qaeda
affiliates, these terror battalions were directed to attack US diplomatic missions across the
Arab World (and here).

One attack in Benghazi,  Libya, left  the US consulate ablaze, unexpectedly trapping US
Ambassador Christopher Stevens who succumbed to smoke inhalation. Despite the attacks,
and the subsequent media circus and staged rallies to depict  Libya’s client regime as
“disbanding” terrorist militias, the fact remains that vast terrorist networks stretching from
Libya to Syria are still  fully armed, funded, and covertly backed by the very corporate-
financier interests that sold the last decade of “War on Terror” to the West.

In addition to a myriad of staged events to portray a divide between the West and its
terrorist  proxies,  there  are  also  sophomoric  and  desperate  attempts  throughout  the
corporate-media to rewrite the Syrian narrative as public awareness grows, and support for
Western destabilization under the guise of “humanitarian causes” collapses.
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One such attempt was published in the Washington Post in a piece titled, “Among Assad’s
opponents, moderation reigns,” where David Pollock of the Washington Institute for Near
East Policy attempts to argue that Syria’s “opposition” is overwhelmingly moderate, with
sectarian extremists being an exception to the rule, based on a poll  conducted by the
International Republication Institute.

However, Pollock’s think-tank, the Washington Institute, is in fact a Wall Street pro-war
think-tank, lined by notorious warmongering frauds and Neo-Cons including Richard Perle,
Max Kampelman,  US Ambassador  to  Israel  Samuel  Lewis,  accused war  criminal  Henry
Kissinger, George Shultz, and James Woolsey, all signatories of the now infamous Project for
a New American Century (PNAC), and all signatories of numerous letters calling for war with
both Libya and Syria.

The International Republican Institute (IRI) is in fact funded by the US State Department and
is  chaired  by  Senator  John  McCain,  who  had  shaken  hands  with  the  very  terrorists
responsible for the US consulate attack that left Ambassador Stevens dead in Benghazi,
Libya. McCain has also traveled to the Turkish-Syrian border to provide these same terrorists
with support. The IRI itself had played an instrumental role in engineering the allegedly
“spontaneous” “Arab Spring,” training and organizing activists years before unrest took to
the Arab World’s streets.

Image:  Senator  John McCain (with the now deceased US Ambassador John Christopher
Stevens on the right with blue tie) in the terrorist rat nest of Benghazi after marshaling cash,
weapons, and political support for militants tied directly to Al Qaeda. McCain’s insistence
that the terrorists he helped arm and install into power were “not Al Qaeda” runs contra to
the US Army’s own reports which state that Benghazi’s terror brigades officially merged with
Al Qaeda in 2007. McCain’s “Libyan patriots” have now killed US Ambassador Stevens with
weapons most likely procured with cash and logistic networks set up by NATO last year, part
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of a supranational terror campaign that includes violently subverting Syria – a campaign
McCain also supports.

….

Clearly the “poll” which was conducted over “Skype” by IRI with “activists” inside Syria was
produced for public perception only to cook up numbers that would allow Pollock, CNN and
others to conclude, “all in all, the data show that most Syrian opposition activists are far
from being Islamic fanatics or extremists,” as well as “the argument that providing this help
might result in trading Assad’s hostile secular dictatorship for a hostile Islamic one does not
square with these facts.”

The idea is to maintain the narrative that the US is backing “freedom fighters” not terrorists,
and it is an idea perpetuated by the very pro-war advocates behind the Libyan disaster and
the Arab World unrest in the first place.

We can expect calls for arming and defending terrorist proxies in Syria to continue while the
corporate-media continues its attempt to portray what is literally Al Qaeda operating in Syria
with  NATO  backing  as  instead,  “pro-democracy”  “freedom  fighters”  in  desperate  need  of
Western  assistance.  Conversely,  we  must  continue  to  expose  the  corporate-financier
narrative  as  the  lies  they  are,  while  resolving  to  undermine  the  very  source  of  their
unwarranted influence which allows them to meddle globally in the first place.
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